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Abstract

In context-aware computing, distributed information

about entities, such as people, places and objects, is

captured and made available to applications, which uti-

lize this context. With contexts from multiple entities

available, the degree of alikeness of those contexts poses

an interesting piece of information. We have tackled

the issue of contextual proximity by employing mecha-

nisms known from location-based services on conventional

context-aware computing. This paper discusses the idea of

the Contextual Map, a context model inspired by conven-

tional map-models in location-aware computing. The Con-

textual Map represents contextual information in a multi-

dimensional map model, where proximate representations

of contexts imply affinity between those contexts. We con-

sider entities, which compose such contexts, are potentially

distributed and mobile. This highly dynamic environment

puts our focus on the issue how those context carriers are

distributed and which architectural conclusions are to be

drawn.

1. Introduction

Context-aware computing focuses on utilizing any infor-

mation describing the situation of an entity, which may be a

place, a person, an object, etc. [5]. This information, form-

ing the context of such an entity, is usually derived from

its current surrounding, which is captured by sensors of de-

vices associated with the entity, or the infrastructure host-

ing such devices [6, 7]. In this paper, we present a context

model, which enables the detection of similar contexts, i.e.

entities that share a similar situation.

Our approach to illuminate similarities among individ-

ual entities’ contexts is inspired by the principles of manag-

ing proximity in the domain of location-awareness. For this

purpose, we borrow proximity detection-mechanisms em-

ployed in Cartesian map models by leveraging the concept

of geographical proximity to the context-aware computing

domain. Geographical proximity in the location domain ex-

presses that entities are close to each other. By projecting

this setting on more general contexts, contextual proximity

may express that contexts are alike or affine, hence ”close”

to each other in terms of their individual situations.

To enable contextual proximity management we have

proposed the Contextual Map model [17]. By abstracting

an entity’s contextual attributes into a multi-dimensional

map, we assign each entity’s context a unique position in

this map. Since the Contextual Map is settled in Euclidean

space, we apply the Euclidean distance metric to identify

contextual proximity among multi-dimensional contexts.

Hence, we consider ”close” contexts in the Contextual Map

to be similar as we would consider close objects being geo-

graphically proximate in a location-based map model. The

distance between contexts is equivalent to their similarity

degree. Figure 1 sketches the idea behind the Contextual

Map.
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Figure 1. Contexts in the Contextual Map

The environment in which a context-aware system is ap-

plied may be populated by many mobile entities. For this

reason, we explore the architectural requirements to employ

the Contextual Map in distributed systems. We analyze the

applicability of our context model in client-server systems,

peer-to-peer and wireless sensor networks.

This paper explores the applicability of contextual sim-

ilarity management in distributed environments. Section 2

enumerates the work related to our project. Subsequently,

we introduce our Contextual Map model in section 3. Sec-

tion 4 explains, how the Contextual Map is employed to
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monitor affinity between contexts and how to identify con-

textual proximity. Section 5 tackles the challenges on how

to efficiently employ the Contextual Map model in a dis-

tributed environment. The paper is concluded in section 6.

2 Related Work

Lots of research is available in the domain of context-

aware computing. Reviews about that domain include our

generalized architecture derived from context-aware com-

puting principles [15], a survey on context awareness in mo-

bile environments, context management as a process [6], as

well as a survey on context models [18].

An approach, which is similar to our work, is depicted

by the theory of context spaces introduced by Padovitz

et al. [10]. As the Contextual Map, context spaces aim

at the multi-dimensional representation of contextual at-

tributes. Multi-dimensional context spaces are partitioned

into regions denoting bounds of specific contextual situa-

tions. Concrete context states mapped from real world en-

tities are then associated to such context regions accord-

ing to their proximity in the context space. The context

space model is employed to maintain stability of contexts in

context-aware systems by evaluating and refining uncertain

contextual data, which is represented in proximity of each

other in the context space [11, 12, 13]. Mapping contexts

to the nearest regions removes uncertainty from erroneous

contextual sensor data.

Roman et. al [14] have conducted similar work in

bounding similarities in contextual information topologi-

cally. They define thresholds so that exceeding of those

thresholds equals crossing a certain similarity degree.

Proximity and separation detection requires frequent lo-

cation updates of the involved mobile hosts. Küpper and

Treu [9] present update semantics how to keep the update

count minimal and knowledge about object locations as cur-

rent as possible. This is done by employing sophisticated

algorithms with circular and strip-like update zones in 2-

dimensional space.

3 The Contextual Map Model

In this section we introduce the Contextual Map model.

After presenting the model’s structural characteristics we

focus on how contextual information is mapped into this

model. To improve the reader’s understanding, we are going

to illustrate the working principle of the Contextual Map

by employing an example, which exploits the context of a

weather station.

3.1 Composition

The key idea of the Contextual Map model is to repre-

sent the context of entities in an n-dimensional realm. The

context of a single entity corresponds to a single entry in

the Contextual Map. Such an entry is composed of n co-

ordinates and hence can be interpreted as a position in the

map. Referring to our example, the context of our weather

station denotes the current weather conditions at a specific

location. Its context represents a single position in the Con-

textual Map, whereas the context of another weather station

denotes another position.

An entity’s context, captured by various context sensors,

is mapped into the n dimensions of the Contextual Map by

employing a particular mapping function. Basically speak-

ing, this function represents an abstract converter translating

heterogeneous contextual attributes to vectors represented

as points in the Contextual Map. We are going to sketch

such a function in section 3.2.

After mapping the information into the Contextual Map,

the entity’s current context is represented by n coordi-

nates inside the map. Analogously, one can imagine a 3-

dimensional map of space, which is employed to repre-

sent the location of entities in space. We extend this 3-

dimensional model by adding additional dimensions, in or-

der to include further contextual information other than lo-

cation. Finally, each dimension corresponds to an elemen-

tary contextual attribute of a complete piece of context. In

the Contextual Map, a single dimension is the smallest unit

of context representation. E.g, a weather station’s tempera-

ture readings can be mapped to one dimension whereas its

humidity measurement can be mapped to another.

To further augment our model, we allow the Contex-

tual Map to be partitioned into ranges. A range groups the

map’s dimensions, which share typological similarities. For

instance, our weather station’s location is a piece of con-

text, decomposing into three subordinate building blocks

corresponding to the location’s Cartesian coordinates. In

the Contextual Map, three dimensions can be dedicated

for coordinate representation, grouping them to the range

Rloc dedicated to the representation of locations. Since the

weather station’s context includes more than merely its lo-

cation, additional ranges must be included. E.g., an addi-

tional range Renv may include the station’s environmen-

tal readings with a single dimension being dedicated to

each sensor (e.g. temperature, humidity, etc.). Practically

speaking, ranges represent ”submaps” of the Contextual

Map. Since they are grouping contextual attributes type-

specifically, positions of contexts in the Contextual Map are

especially expressive on range level. E.g., the representa-

tion of Renv shows the contextual position of the current

weather. In the rest of this paper, we refer to those range-

specific contextual positions as range contexts.
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Ranges spawn a d-dimensional map with the dimensions

as their axes. The quantification unit of a range must be uni-

form on all of its axes fitting the contextual attributes repre-

sented by that particular range (e.g. kilometers for Rloc). In

the rest of this paper we use d to refer to a range’s number

of dimension, whereas n denotes the number of dimensions

of the entire Context Map.

3.2 Context Mapping

Based on the context model introduced in the previous

section 3.1, it remains to be clarified how contextual infor-

mation is mapped into the Contextual Map. The mapping

function inputs quantified contextual data from according

context sources and maps them to Cartesian coordinates of

the diverse ranges in the Contextual Map:

fmapping : s → �v =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

v1

v2

...
vn

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ |s ∈ S,�v ∈ Vn (1)

where S is the set of quantified context source data and

Vn the correspondent n-dimensional realm in the Contex-

tual Map. �v represents a single context in the Contextual

Map corresponding to the entity’s real-world context. Due

to the fragmentation of Vn into ranges, the definition of

fmapping is basically comprised of mapping individual con-

textual data to the correspondent ranges in Vn. It is to be

noted, that S may cover a very heterogeneous spectrum of

contextual sources [16] implying heterogeneous definitions

of fmapping as well. fmapping inputs the quantified con-

text data and transforms it to its correspondent Cartesian n-

dimensional representation to be stored in the Context Map.

Given our weather station example, we first define a rep-

resentation for its context in the Contextual Map model.

Subsequently, we define a mapping function, which defines

how contextual data from context sensors is mapped into

that map. We proceed as followed. First, we define two

context types: location and environmental data. We assign

each type a range with an according amount of dimensions

in the Contextual Map, as shown in table 1. Consequently,

we assign suitable quantification units to the dimensions of

each range.

With this setting, it is possible to individually define an

example mapping function fmapping, which transfers the

weather station’s context into the Contextual Map. First of

all, we require fmapping to handle each context type and its

corresponding range separately. fmapping takes the quanti-

fied contextual data captured and derived from the weather

station’s context and calculates its position in the Contex-

tual Map adhering both range and axis definitions. Map-

ping location into Rloc is quite straight forward: The sta-

tion’s coordinates are translated to Cartesian coordinates in

Range # of dimensions Axis units

Rloc (loca-

tion)

3 (x, y, z) Cartesian coor-

dinates (kilome-

ters)

Renv (en-

vironmental

readings)

4 (temperature, baromet-

ric pressure, humidity,

wind speed)

0 (min) to 100

(max)

Table 1. Example ranges

the map. The coordinates for Renv are calculated by deter-

mining the relation of the current value to the pre-defined

extremes. Let temperature to be allowed to adopt a value

between -50◦C and 50◦C resulting in 100 adoptable units.

With the axes of Renv’s dimensions ranging from 0 to 100,

a currently measured temperature of 25◦C corresponds to a

coordinate of 75 for the temperature dimension. The map-

ping of the remaining environmental measurements works

analogously.

Finally, we can derive fmapping for our example. As-

sume that slat and slong depict the latitude and longitude,

and salt the altitude from the location sensor, where slat and

slong are given in DMS-coordinates and salt is given in me-

ters. Further, assume that stemp depicts the temperature in

degrees Celsius and shum the humidity in percent. The cor-

respondent Cartesian coordinates in the Contextual Map are

given by x,y and z for Rloc and temp and hum for Renv .

Assuming that lat2cart and long2cart transform longitude

and latitude to Cartesian coordinates, respectively, we can

finally define fmapping:

f :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎛
⎝

slat

slong

salt

⎞
⎠ →

⎛
⎝

x
y
z

⎞
⎠

∣∣∣∣∣
x = lat2cart(slat)
y = long2cart(slong)
z = salt/1000

stemp → temp
∣∣ temp = (stemp + 50◦C) 1

◦C

shum → hum
∣∣ hum = shum ∗ 100

. . .
(2)

For reasons of simplicity we have omitted the remaining

two dimensions of Renv (as stated in table 1).

4 Determination of contextual Affinities

So far, we have solely depicted the Contextual Map

model in the previous section 3. This section focuses on the

basic working principles of the Contextual Map handling

contextual updates and identifying contextual proximity.

4.1 Affinity Detection with Boundaries

In this section a metric for monitoring contextual prox-

imity is introduced. We present the concept of contextual
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boundaries, which represent the base for further applica-

tions of the Contextual Map.

Contextual boundaries represent the degree of alikeness

between contextual information. More precisely, contextual

boundaries may be defined between different entities to de-

termine the affinity of their individual contexts. This affinity

expresses how interesting or - contrarily - uninteresting an-

other entity’s context is. Concluding, context getting closer

also raises its relevancy for the concerned entity [14].

For example, a car driver may be interested in proper

weather conditions on his route, hence taking action if a

proximate weather station reports strong weather. We define

the contextual boundaries between the entities car driver

and weather station on two ranges: Rloc and Renv (com-

pare table 1). The weather station’s physical position is rep-

resented in Rloc, its currently measured environmental read-

ings are iteratively mapped to Renv . The car driver’s con-

text is represented by mapping his current location to Rloc

and his personal conception about not-agreeable weather to

Renv . We now aim at defining a context boundary, which

delimits the driver’s ability to drive from the situation of get-

ting into extreme weather that keeps him from driving. The

boundary concerning Rloc expresses a weather station’s dis-

tance to the driver, so that it actually becomes of his inter-

est. The boundary on Renv focuses on how close the current

weather at a station may come to the weather conditions re-

garded as critical by the driver. As it can be observed, the

boundary on both Rloc and Renv is represented by a ”prox-

imity threshold” defining proximity between two contexts

and setting the boundary on the specific range. The con-

textual boundary between the entities driver and weather

station gets crossed if the driver gets close to the weather

station, which reports conditions exceeding the driver’s crit-

ical criteria. Figure 2 illustrates the definition and crossing

of this example boundary.

In summary, a context boundary defines a specific degree

of affinity between different contexts. The boundary is com-

posed of proximity thresholds defined individually on rele-

vant ranges. Each threshold defines range-specfic degree of

affinity concerning the range-specific context. Given this

example, we can formally define contextual boundaries as

followed:

• A context boundary B may affect several ranges

R1, ..., Rm. A proximity threshold ti is defined on

each of those ranges Ri. Each ti is a single value de-

pendent on all of the Ri’s dimensions, hence, defin-

ing the degree of alikeness of Ri’s contexts. Basi-

cally speaking, the threshold represents the distance,

which delimits the range’s contextual information to

be ”proximate” or not.

• B is defined by the set of thresholds t1, ..., ti, ..., tm of

all ranges Ri relevant to B: B = (t1, ..., tm).

Location Weather

Contextual Range Boundary

Context of Weather Station 

Context of Driver

Figure 2. Crossing Context Boundary Exam-

ple

With the principle of contextual boundaries defined, we

are now about to discuss how contextual boundaries can be

exploited using the Contextual Map model. As we have ar-

gued earlier, range contexts that are close to each other on

range level are contextually affine in regard to the context

attributes represented by that range. A context boundary

may erect concrete delimiters for that context affinity by the

definition of its range-specific thresholds. Hence crossing

context boundaries corresponds to different entities’ con-

texts getting either more ore less affine (or rather contextu-

ally ”closer/farther” to/from each other), thus crossing the

affinity degree specified by the boundary.

With context boundaries defined in a Contextual Map,

the next step is to determine crossings of those boundaries

indicating changes of contextual affinities. Since a context

boundary’s thresholds are each defined on a single range,

the check for two contexts having crossed the boundary

by converging or separating from each other is performed

range-specifically. It is to be reminded that each range rep-

resents a d-dimensional ”submap” of the Contextual Map.

Thus, we proceed by calculating the range-level distances

between the two contexts, hence determining the Euclidean

distances between their range contexts on each range af-

fected by the boundary. We proceed range by range, and

check, whether the Euclidean distance between the two cor-

respondent range contexts has fallen below or exceeded the

threshold of the current range: Given d dimensions on a

range R, and two contexts, P and Q, the Euclidean distance
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between the range contexts of P and Q on R is denoted by:

dPQ(R) =

√√√√ d∑
i=1

(pi − qi)2 (3)

with pi and qi being the coordinates of dimension i of

the range contexts P and Q, respectively. With the distance

dPQ(R) calculated, we employ proximity and separation

detection [9] to determine, if the contexts of the two entities

are ”closing” or ”separating” on range level. Consequently,

the thresholds of a contextual boundary serve as proxim-

ity/separation thresholds to enable proximity or separation

alerts. Such an alert is triggered when all of the boundary’s

thresholds have been breached, i.e. when the boundary has

been crossed on each relevant range. The triggering of such

proximity or separation alerts corresponds to the contexts

P and Q getting either more or less affine, hence having

crossed the boundary B.

It is to be noted that the detection of a context bound-

ary crossing requires knowledge about distances between P
and Q at two different times (before and after the crossing).

Such determinations are made upon receiving an update

from an affected entity. The corresponding update seman-

tics, which have been extended to work in d-dimensional

space, are discussed in section 4.2.

Returning to our weather station example, we assume

that each weather station and the car driver get a constantly

updated Contextual Map position associated with their re-

spective context. The car driver has defined a contextual

boundary defining dangerous weather at which he is not

willing to drive (i.e. weather coming close to his critical

weather definition). Hence this boundary is decomposed

into two ranges Rloc and Renv as depicted earlier in figure

2: on Rloc the driver’s tolerated distance to a weather sta-

tion reporting bad weather, and on Renv the tolerance inter-

val to weather conditions, at which the driver refuses driv-

ing. Let the boundary be further defined as 10 kilometers

on Rloc and 15 units on Renv (see table 1). The Euclidean

distances between the contexts of driver D and weather sta-

tion W on each range are computed upon receiving a con-

textual update. In this example, such an update may yield

changing weather conditions and/or changing driver’s loca-

tion. As soon as the driver gets closer than 10 kilometers to

a weather station, which reports weather less than 15 units

distant to the driver’s critical weather definition, the defined

context boundary is crossed and a proximity alert is trig-

gered. Hence, the driver may take action changing his route

or stop driving. This corresponds to the Euclidean distances

dDW (Rloc) = 10 and dDW (Renv) = 15, which implies a

boundary definition of B = (tloc = 10, tenv = 15).

4.2 Update Semantics

An obvious precondition for detecting proxim-

ity/separation of contexts in the Contextual Map is

the knowledge about its most current positions in the

map. Context actuality is achieved by contextual updates,

i.e. updates containing an entity’s most current context

information. The challenge is to define efficient update

semantics, so that a minimal number of updates delivers the

most current context possible. E.g., frequent updates issued

in short intervals deliver very actual context information,

but are highly inefficient, since most of them are redundant

due to missing context changes.

Besides polling, periodic and distance-based update se-

mantics, zone-based strategies are of particular interest. In

[9] a zone-based technique is presented allowing the acqui-

sition of the most current context with a minimal number

of location updates. With little effort, we can transfer those

principles on the Contextual Map. The proximity and sepa-

ration detection mechanisms in [9] focus on entities leav-

ing or entering update zones based on circles and strips

in 2-dimensional space. Extending those mechanisms on

the Contextual Map model equals the extension of the up-

date zone definitions to an arbitrary amount of n dimen-

sions. This concludes the definition of n-dimensional hy-

perspheres and hyperplanes in the Contextual Map, both

corresponding to the circular and strip-based update zones

in 2-dimensional space, respectively. A thorough discus-

sion about the definition of such update zone in n-space is

presented in [17].

5 Aspects of Distribution and Mobility

Since the Contextual Map model handles dynamic con-

texts, it is clearly applicable to ubiquitous computing envi-

ronments. Systems settled in this domain naturally exhibit

a high degree of distribution and mobility. This section dis-

cusses the applicability of the Contextual Map in such dis-

tributed environments.

5.1 Context Model Distribution

In a distributed system, the Contextual Map itself can be

deployed differently on the various distributed components.

For this purpose, we have defined three specifications of

the context model, which basically differ in the scope of

an entity’s contextual vicinity in the map.

• Local Map: A local Contextual Map solely focuses on

a single entity’s context. Since there is no information

about other context in the map, it only serves as a data

structure for determining the need of triggering contex-

tual updates by monitoring the entity’s context position

in an update zone in the local map (see section 4.2).
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• Vicinity Map: This specification is centered around the

entity’s context and encompasses all of the other enti-

ties’ contexts, which are currently known. This set of

contexts literally defined the entity’s known contextual

vicinity.

• Global Map: The global Contextual Map is not cen-

tered around single entities, but encompasses all con-

texts of entities known by the entire system. Thus, a

global map denotes a system’s global context.

Figure 3 illustrates the three specifications with the local

map missing any other contexts in contrast to the other map

specifications. Comparing those three alternatives, one can

observe a direct dependency between expressiveness of the

map model and its required capabilities concerning calcu-

lation and storage. The more expressive a context model is

the more capabilities it requires on its host, as expressed in

table 2.

Map

Model

Expressiveness / Con-

textual Compass

Capability Requirements

Global

Map

high, encompasses

current context of

entire system

high (store and analyze

entire context)

Vicinity

Map

moderate, only neigh-

boring context is visi-

ble and current

moderate (confined to

neighboring context)

Local

Map

low, none but own con-

text available

low (monitor own context

for update determination)

Table 2. Contextual Map Variants

It is crucial to keep in mind that our discussion about

distribution of entities focuses on techniques related to

communication, updating and deployment implied by dis-

tributed systems. In our discussion, the location data im-

plied by distribution does not play any role for any contex-

tual information. The emphasis of this entire section is the

focus on transportability and deployment of context infor-

mation rather than processing it context-awarely (including

location). Context processing has already been discussed

previously in section 4.

5.2 Distribution Aspects

From here on, we discuss the applicability of the Contex-

tual Map model on diverse distributed architectures. In par-

ticular, we focus on the client-server paradigm, peer-to-peer

networks, hybrid peer-to-peer systems and wireless sensor

networks (figure 4). We have identified the following as-

pects being of importance:

• Map distribution: With the global map providing the

richest amount of information, it is naturally not gen-

erally applicable to distributed systems. According to

Local Map

Global Map

Vicinity Map

Figure 3. Distribution of the Contextual Map

the restrictions implied by distribution, the less capable

map specifications may have to be employed. E.g., in

a resource-constrained system, a vicinity map or even

a local map may have to be used.

• Update Semantics: The Contextual Map complies with

the deployment in highly dynamic environments, re-

quiring contextual updates to provide the overall sys-

tem with current contextual information. The seman-

tics for the consequently required contextual updates

have already been discussed in section 4.2. We are

about to enrich this discussion with the applicability to

distributed system architectures.

• Capabilities: The presence of mobile hosts implies

the existence of significant hardware restrictions [19].

Since the Contextual Map model requires a certain

level of performance it may not be able to be deployed

on any available host.

In the rest of this section, we focus on scenarios, where

entities are attached to a device committing their contexts

to the repository implementing the Contextual Map model.

The entities are explicitly thought to be mobile implying the

usage of mobile devices with restricted capabilities.

G

L L L

Server

V

V

V

V

V

L

L V

L

Super-Peer

Mobile Device

Client-Server Peer-to-Peer Hybrid-Peer-to-Peer

G

Base Station

Wireless Sensors

G
V
L

Global Map
Vicinity Map

Local Map

Contextual Updates

Figure 4. Distributed Architectures

5.3 Client-Server Paradigm

This scenario encompasses a server, where all of the con-

textual information from mobile clients converges.
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Map distribution Since the context management occurs

on the server, it is suitable to employ a global map there.

It provides a complete snapshot of the entire context situ-

ation of the covered area. Clients may be equipped with a

local map to enable efficient updates. However, if required

by application cases, any deployment on the clients can be

avoided as well in order to render the clients as lightweight

as possible (see figure 4).

Update Semantics Given a local map on the client de-

vice, an update zone in the Contextual Map can be defined

as the metric for defining context being sufficiently different

to justify an update (see section 4.2). Alternatively, given a

lightweight client missing a local map, one must fall back

on conventional methods, particularly polling updates and

periodic updates.

Capabilities The omnipotent server allows any deploy-

ment thought necessary by corresponding use cases. Re-

strictions only apply to mobile clients, which may not be

able to fully support the deployment of a local Contextual

Map. However, those less potent clients devices may still be

integrated into this architecture neglecting the zone-based

update semantics in n-space.

5.4 Peer-to-Peer Networks (P2P)

Pure P2P-networks lack any central components for co-

ordinating interoperability and context acquisition. Hence,

in our discussion we focus on mobile peers roaming in wire-

less networks.

Map distribution The lack of a central instance in a P2P-

based system makes it impossible to employ a global con-

text representation, forcing the utilization of map specifi-

cations other than the global map. Further, the lack of a

global context representation requires the peers to have in-

formation about other contexts. Hence, peers build up a

Contextual Map centered around their own context by ex-

changing information about other contexts with neighbor-

ing peers (see figure 4). This process reflects the local

maintenance of a map about contexts inside a peer’s known

vicinity. Accordingly, the vicinity context map is the map

model of choice. As a consequence, the global context is

represented by the sum of all peers’ vicinity maps1. None

of the peers is able to construct a global and current con-

text representation in its map model. As a consequence,

no implications on global context can be conducted in the

entire network. Assuming that peers exchange context in-

formation not only about themselves but about their neigh-

borhood as well, i.e. committing their entire vicinity in

1more precisely, the global context is represented by the sum of local

contexts, since other contexts in vicinity maps may not be current

updates, each peer receives context information from other

non-neighboring peers over time. This may occur, since

context information from remote peers can ”dig through”

to a peer by being passed in multiple updates. Eventually,

a peer may receive complete context information covering

an area, which is much larger than its neighborhood. How-

ever, it takes time to receive remote context information due

to the numerous update iterations. For this reason, remote

context may be outdated once it arrives. It seems reason-

able to let a peer decide when to prune outdated context, so

that it is neither included in its vicinity map nor committed

further to neighboring peers.

Update Semantics The strategies of efficiently determin-

ing suitable times for issuing contextual updates are only

applicable, if the update’s recipient is always available. In

P2P-networks, this is not the case. For this reason, the up-

date semantics have to be restricted to exchanging updates

between peers during their periods of interaction between

each other. Since those connections between peers are usu-

ally transient, updates are committed upon establishing con-

tact with another peer. Those ”initial updates” may not only

include the own context, but also a set of all relevant other

contexts. This is reasonable, since the update’s recipient

may be unable to determine the other entity’s contexts in-

cluded in the update. Finally, the update strategies encom-

passing polling, periodic updates and the zone-based up-

dates in n-space complement the update semantics for peers

during their interaction periods.

Capabilities In this setting, we face a set of mobile peers

with restrained capabilities, which comprise the entire sys-

tem. However, the mobile devices need to provide sufficient

computational power and storage. Both are necessary for

updating and hosting a vicinity map. Devices, which do not

excel the minimal requirements cannot participate in this

system. Alternatively, they can be employed in a hybrid-

P2P system (see next section 5.5).

5.5 Hybrid Peer-to-peer Networks

H-P2P-networks [8] share the same layout as their pure

P2P-counterparts. The distinguishable difference is the ex-

istence of super-peers in H-P2P architectures. Those are

dedicated mobile nodes, which function as regional coordi-

nating components within the network. Although exhibiting

slight client-server techniques, super-peers are only acces-

sible by peers in reach.

Map distribution The existence of super-peers allows to

apply a light-weight client-server approach (discussed in

section 5.3) to the H-P2P architecture. Super-peers are de-

ployed with a vicinity map, as their regular counterparts
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in the pure P2P-architecture (section 5.4). With the super-

peers equipped with a vicinity map, it suffices to use local

maps on the remaining peers (see figure 4). The super-peers

actually act as they were servers for all peers in reach. As

with pure P2P-networks, a global context representation is

not available to any peer or super peer. An approximation

of larger areas beyond neighboring peers is only available

to super peers under the restrictions of context actuality as

discussed previously in regard to pure P2P-networks.

Update Semantics In H-P2P-networks, contextual up-

dates are propagated analogously to P2P-networks, except

that regular peers do not receive contextual updates. With

a local map, they are unable to process other contexts but

their own.

Capabilities Basically, the same restrictions impacting

the design of P2P-networks are applicable to H-P2P as well.

However, since local maps are less resource-consuming, ca-

pability requirements on regular peers are less demanding.

As we have stated earlier already, it is even possible to em-

ploy peers without any Contextual Map deployment, hence

minimizing the capability demands on those. However, the

latter minimization efforts come with the cost of neglecting

the zone-based update semantics in n-space.

5.6 Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)

In mobile WSNs, highly mobile sensor nodes oper-

ate with minimal hardware capabilities. Those nodes are

usually capable of processing simple tasks, storing sev-

eral bytes of information and transmit them wirelessly to

a server component, namely the base station. Usually, the

base station needs to be in reach of sensor node for trans-

mission, since the node’s range is limited due to its hard-

ware restrictions.

Map distribution With the base station attached to a ca-

pable machine, it can maintain a global map for the entire

system. The sensor nodes, however, do not have the capa-

bility to host any context model (see figure 4).

Update Semantics and Capabilities Due to minimal

hardware and transmission range of the sensor nodes, only

updates upon contact with the base station can be issued.

Given the case that sensor nodes are able to communicate

among each other, updates can also be exchanged upon

contact between nodes. This approach implies that nodes

are capable of storing contextual information other than

their own, which they forward to other nodes upon contact.

Hence, those foreign updates are not processed, but stored

and readied for transmission to the base station. Because

of the limited storage capabilities, the buffer for foreign up-

dates may be full before reaching the base station. In this

case, it is prudent to erase the oldest updates, since they

most likely contain the most obsolete context information.

However, dropping aged context information may result in

some nodes’ context data not reaching the base station at

all. As a consequence, the global map at the server may not

have an encompassing representation of the global context.

In addition, the nodes’ context data may take a consider-

able time to get to the base station and this into the global

map. The actuality of context is further degraded by this

circumstance. For this reason, the global map’s capabilities

in WSNs have to be diluted from the observation in table 2.

Although the base station’s global map aims at constructing

current and all-encompassing context, it cannot be guaran-

teed due to the discussed architectural restrictions.

Architec-

ture

Map Distri-

bution

Update Seman-

tics

Capa-

bilities

Client-

Server

1 Global, ∞
Locals

update zones,

periodic, polling

potent

P2P Vicinity (∞), on contact limited

H-P2P Vicinity (∞),

Local (∞)

on contact limited

WSN Global (1),

none (∞)

on contact minimal

Table 3. Comparison of Architectures

5.7 Deployment

The issue of deployment concerns individual mobile de-

vices, which employ one of the Contextual Map options,

i.e. either the vicinity map or its local counterpart. To run

such a component of the mobile device, the most suitable

way is to deploy it into the device’s middleware platforms

(e.g. J2ME [1]) or as middleware itself. The Contextual

Map then acts as a middleware between context-aware ap-

plications and the device’s enabling operating system.

In order to function appropriately, the employment of

such a middleware needs to concur with following aspects:

• The hardware capabilities of the carrier device needs

to comply with the middleware’s hardware require-

ments. This aspect applies to the case when the Con-

textual Map is employed as stand-alone middleware.

If embedded into existing middleware, the device usu-

ally possesses sufficient capabilities of supporting the

hosted middleware.

• The access to context sources, which are controlled

by the operating system needs to enabled and maxi-

mized. This includes on-device sensors as well as con-

text sources outside the device (most likely connected
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wirelessly). The more fine-grained access to context

sources is available the more accurate the context mon-

itoring is.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

With the Contextual Map, we have proposed a context

model concept facilitating the work with contextual affin-

ity in distributed environments. The definition of context

boundaries allows to determining contexts getting more or

less affine, respectively, i.e. changing their degree of ”sim-

ilarity”. In this paper, we have evaluated the deployment

options of the Contextual Map in distributed environments.

This evaluation allows further steps to be taken to employ

the Contextual Map model in pervasive computing environ-

ments.

Currently, the Contextual Map is undergoing prototypic

implementation in a J2EE-based client-server environment.

In our mid-term roadmap we plan to port the functionality to

mobile APIs, such as Symbian [3], Android [4] or Windows

Mobile [2]. Deploying the Contextual Map on mobile de-

vices will allow us to use it in a mobile P2P-network. In the

end, this course of action will allow us to analyze issues on

how to integrate the context model in proven context-aware

systems.
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